Why Business Owners Are Making Deadly Mistakes
While Trying Desperately to Improve Business Results
Confusing…
Ego Over Profits
Action Over Outcome
Get Rich Quick Over Mastery
-and-

The One Shift
That’ll Vaporize Your Poor Results And
Make Profit For The Rest Of Your Business Life…
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Shift The Course Of Your Financial Destiny For Ever?
“The door is still cracked open,” But what if you discovered the single most overarching,
overriding and all governing big shift idea in business history today that could slam it
“shut tight” in the face of your current failures?
What if this powerful shift could also throw away the key “for good” sealing off access
to your old daily toxic routine of fear, frustration and unsatisfactory results forever?
And what if in the next few minutes, you could discover how this single highly powerful
shift also vaporises any trace of the restless discomfort you're currently experiencing
having to work around the clock for the lifestyle you and your family so desperately
deserve?
And at the same time give you the step by step answers to accelerating your profits and
overall success quicker than you could have ever imagined.
When I started out many years ago, I may have been challenged to ask such questions,
of course now, the Facts don’t lie, and I've seen the results with my own eyes. Success
stories alone could fill up the walls of a large home and are the matter of public record.
“The Transformations have been nothing short of spectacular.” More entrepreneurs are
Millionaires because of what you're about to discover that I could have imagined ever.
I'm not into Selling False Promises or simply sharing my opinion, I'm a pragmatical guy,
and leave emotion out of the mechanical money making the process as it's far too
dangerous not to.
But be certain the breakthrough strategies I’m about to reveal in this Groundbreaking
report will, without doubt, accelerate the number of new millionaires because of its
creation.
So, Congratulations you have in your hands a power-packed, personal copy of
Concentrated, Accelerated Success.
While reading this report, it's not unusual to find yourself leaning forward and nodding
in agreement to the information; you may also become more aware of your current
situation and experience a rush of excitement and urgency to take action towards your
future success.
Now print this report out (if you have not already) find a quiet spot sit down and read it
in its entirety ever so carefully, in fact,
“READ IT NOW AS IF YOUR FUTURE DEPENDS ON IT.”
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The Million Dollar Giveaway
Setting out to write this report, I wanted to make sure to give you my utmost,
energy, commitment and dedication, towards ensuring your success. I wanted to
Leave no stone unturned and share the full concentrated version of events.
To place in your hands, what was placed in mine many years ago, an all-access
pass to the single most effective return on investment idea in business history.
The precise, application of concentrated effort on just the right leverage point
propelling you forward into the Promised Land.
It’s the same information I have successfully used over the last 25 years in
business and counting, producing over 40 Million plus in revenue. It's Jam Packed
with uncensored, unconventional solutions to substantially larger profits. Plus, I
have a Real surprise for you at the end of this report but…
Firstly, I’m going to clearly define the single big idea you should take away from
this document because it is responsible for finding where the money has been
hiding for more entrepreneurs than anything else in history.
You may be compelled to go straight to the end and grab the surprise. But I would
ask you to resist that at all costs because once you realise the impact all aspects
this report with have had… You can’t help but read it cover to cover even more
closely.
Secondly, I have a special treat I'm giving you multiple valuable resources that you
can access, allowing you to use the information in this report and importantly
apply it more comprehensively in your business to achieve results faster and
easier now than ever before.
So, as you read on, go inside and think through each of the strategies pull out the
relevant parts and assemble them in a way that will be critical to your success.
I Dare to say by the end of this report you will know how to vaporise your poor
results, use the secrets to find where the Profit has been hiding, and with a new
and enlightened perspective on business, Simply Make More Money.
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The Most Valuable Assets You Will Ever Own
From The Desk Of Glen Michaelides Author and Entrepreneur

Little did I know when first starting out in business
how profoundly and permanently prosperous the
impact would be from this powerful information. In
Fact, they could take away
“Glen Michaelides is a VERY
all of my money
rare breed and even rarer
tomorrow, and I would
commodity and I am completely
simply make it all back
and utterly qualified to make
that statment.”
again using the same
formulas in this report.
I discovered its
Transformational effects
early in my business
career and used it to
Dominate my industry
through good and bad
times, and now countless numbers of business owners
just like you are also implementing it with astonishing
results.
I honestly believe the breakthrough strategies I’m
about to reveal in this report is going to change the
world and the way people do business forever.

“Success Leaves Clues.”
Firstly there is something you need to know I did not
invent this information. I have over many years
distilled down the teachings of the masters before me
to create a method a model and mindset then
implemented it with astonishing results.
Business owners and Entrepreneurs just like you
have used these strategies to get out of Danger and
go on to dominate their industry quicker and easier
than ever imagined.
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“I don’t get too excited by most of
the so-called business gurus these
days.”
But in Glens Case I am making a
rare exception I know fist hand how
capable he is at transforming
ordinary businesses into
extraordinary businesses.
Simply If I can impress upon you
how talented and skillful Glen really
is, then there is a better than
reasonable chance that you will take
advantage of this powerful
lifechanging information read it and
importantly apply it in its entirety.

“The Millionaire Maker
Mal Emery.”

It's Spreading Like a Tsunami… Leaving a Wake of new
Millionaires in its path
I was duly cautioned by colleagues and well-wishers not to give so many secrets
away. The information I'm going to share with you is going to bust the Door of
success wide open by firstly Exposing the money grabbing tactics of get-rich-quick
artists then sharing with you the secret of all secrets to business success.
Up until now, this information has been only available to select high paying clients
and other top well-known people in the business.
When you learn the strategies for yourself, you will understand why this Wildly
Popular and powerful information has caused such a stampede of higher profits,
more free time and extreme happiness for countless business owners than any
other concept. Business owners just like you.
Within a few short hours of sending it to a controlled group of people, it had
already gained unprecedented momentum causing a viral-like spread.
From one entrepreneur to the next all wanting to share in what they had
discovered to be irrefutable life-changing information. Business owners
everywhere are consuming the content and passing it on to friends and
colleagues.
The heartwarming thanks and accolades from business owners sharing their
success stories implementing this information are truly fulfilling.
So Now the Story begins for you on the next page your journey begins, and I will
be there for you on the other side. Embrace it and enjoy every experience from
what is about to happen for you.
“Heres to creating Assets that make a profit for the rest of your business life.”
Glen Michaelides.
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Peter and Trudy O'Brian- Top series Camper
Trailers Business was stalled for a year and
virtually unknown to 1967 Qualified Leads in
3 Days. Having to slow down the leads to
work on a new conversion Script before
ramping back up Now Lead generation and
conversion is predictable & expected

“From Stalled And Looking For The Next Job
To 987 Qualified Leads and Stopping the
Marketing” Terry Oorschot, Mr. Makeover
Business was stalled and hoping for the next
job to niched and in high demand and run off
his feet Having to slow down on advertising
because too many leads.

Glen is the real deal. He has built enormously
successful companies from the ground up and
helps entrepreneurs and leaders to double
and triple their results. Not only that, you
can tell he has a big heart and really cares
about you, your business and your family.
Now he is sharing his High-end strategies with
business owners just like you. Joanne McCall
Founder of McCall Media Group
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The Hidden Secrets Of Business Success
You now have in front of you the keys and the code to a condensed version of
over 25 years of business know-how in solving complex problems with inherently
simple solutions.
Until now this closely guarded information previously available to only a handselected few Clients has never failed to produce astronomically fruitful results
when implemented correctly.
So why are nearly two-thirds of small businesses failing within six years despite all
the modern technology, secret formulas, special products, underground
strategies and gurus pedalling the latest blueprint strategies?
For the longest of time, most people have been captivated with secret complex
difficult to follow and often outdated solutions to business.
Actions that only deal with superficial symptoms, and not the root cause of the
problem. Think about trying to successfully heal a broken leg with a Band-Aid.
My outcome is to get you and everybody else reading this viral report back to the
basics of making more money simply and with less effort.
“I want you to Stop and think carefully about possible addictions to Complexity.”
So as you read on through this report, you will fully understand why profound
simplicity is deceptive by design and how to correctly identify the specific
strategies you need to Master, that many people have made a fortune from and
that you are about to receive right here for free.
I strongly suggest you print out this valuable report and reserve a place and time
to read it now or in the very near future.
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Who Is Glen Michaelides?
Many know me as an international Author
entrepreneur, public speaker, and real estate
investor.
Having started my first business at the age of ten, I
learned the fundamental skills of how to be a
successful businessman in a practical way: Work
hard, never give up, always be honest, and over
deliver.
I’m a self-made Millionaire from scratch opening the
door to opportunity with the pain of failure to my
future successes.
After riding the perfect storm of business
challenges and deciding to stay and fight. I
realised I went on my own extremely
challenging journey to solve my own
problems and now my mission is to help
people just like you.
After much trial, error and frustration I
came across the answers and finally
realised why I was working so hard and
spinning my wheels. I made a promise to
myself to help others to create a better life
and to find where the money has been
hiding from them also.

He has been on the
business scene for over
25 years
“Glen michaelides is arguably one of
the best full package small business
coaches in the country”
Glens businesses have reached over 40
Million in sales and he is currently
coaching some top performers in all
aspects of business, health and mindset
with astonishing results.

Owning a business should be a rewarding
endeavour, not a life sentence.
Unfortunately, most business owners settle for underperforming, profit, no free
time and overwhelm as the new normal. Most never adopting a Strategic and
systemized approach taught by the right mentor.
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I have met and worked alongside the
best of the best, Peak performers Top
entrepreneurs, Doctors, mind and
brain experts, wealth creators, and
health and fitness icons.

The Titans Academy
A Proven System that allows intelligentbut-overwhelmed business owners to use
the Power Performance Multipliers.

I am a Peak Performance Expert Fully
Licensed as a Master Trainer in the
Field of Neuro-Linguistic Programming

In so create, Scalable, Saleable Assets and
balanced business owners that make
More Money with less effort.

My mission is to transport business
owners from frustration to freedom
enhancing their wealth and well-being
through specialised strategies that
work on Business, Health, Mindset
and Connections.

Allowing Strategic business owners to
Grow at Maximum Efficiency.

• Since the age of 21, I have been running businesses taking my first retail
outlet from battling to keep the doors open to turning over 1.5 Million in
the first year.
•

At the age of 24, I took a Startup Accessory company and grew it to over $3
Million in three years.

•

At the age of 30, I started and built one of the largest Independent 4wd
Accessory companies in the country totalling to over 40 Million in revenue.

At the age of 44, I began compiling everything I had learned about business and
began working on a Systemized coaching program based on 25 plus years of
experience and responsible for Millions of dollars of revenue.
Bottom line, I know how to help you build and scale a systemized business that
makes money. I have been doing it for many years for myself and are coaching
some heavy hitters in the business world on these unique strategies.
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Why Am I Going All Out And Sharing These
“Secrets”?
As I have mentioned, I am responsible for working with some seriously successful
entrepreneurs, over many different vocations. What I haven't said yet is that
there is an important reason for sharing this information now.
I moved into coaching to share with as many people as possible the timeless
commandments and strategies that allow business owners to create wealth at
will.
Strategic systems that can operate in your business (Without the need for
additional ongoing costs from Gurus or the next latest fad)
Formulas that both experienced and novice business owners can use to reverse
engineer “Their Promised Land” in a strategic way skyrocketing their profits and
dramatically cutting down on the hours they worked.
A concept so deceptively simple that most entrepreneurs simply overlook it, but
once taught and implemented can be used to boost results for the rest of your
business life.
I only have so much time to dedicate one on one with business owners so aside
from the limited few, many never get a chance to be personally coached by me.
That’s why I am now sharing this groundbreaking information with business
owners everywhere for all to benefit.
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The Real Reason Why Most Business Owners Fail
Exhausted Intelligent Small business owners are living Dangerously and paying the
price for chasing the horizon of success mirages that unscrupulous seller of (Get
Rich Quick) have strategically positioned, designed and crafted specifically to
profit from your hard work.
Why is the Venus flytrap one of the
natures most successful Killing Machines?
Its skill lies in the ability to mimic
identically what its prey think they want.
(Quick Fix Syndrome)

I Want you to think carefully about the High price you are paying for (Quick Fix
Traps) and how they could mean a slow
and painful Death in Business.
The very fact that you are intelligent,
talented, skilful, persistent, strong and
have a commitment and willingness to
work 60, 70, or even 100 hours a week
opens you up to becoming susceptible.
And could be the very reason that you may not be already achieving the level of
success you know you deserve. The question to ask yourself is “are the specific
results you are experiencing in business Right Now a reflection of your Talents,
Skills and Potential?
If you can honestly answer yes to the above question, then this report is not for
you, and I would ask you stop reading it now.
If it's an overwhelming no and you're frustrated with the lack of results for the
effort you are exerting and your sick of missing out on having fun and time to do
the things you want.
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And you're fed up with being influenced, manipulated and taken advantage by
others who don’t share your same high levels of character and credibility.
Then this is the very reason why this report has been written and by the time your
finished reading you will have inoculated yourself from Living Dangerously.
By seeing right through the scheming money grabbing tactics of the Sellers of (Get
Rich) and possess the number one skill required to open the giant toll gates of
growth and profits in business.

Putting Business into Perspective
Before I get into the guaranteed growth strategies of any business, we need to go
up and take a 30000-foot view so you can see how these skills fit into the universe
of business.
Looking at how traditional business evolves gives you perspective on the
magnitude of the current (Problem State) of business and how the speed of
change is leaving “The traditional Business model” in its dust.
Understanding what you need to do to fit into this evolution is critical to your
long-term success. If you had the chance to finally do what is required to reengineer your business would you take that opportunity and go after it?
Or follow suit with the staggering 44 small businesses who are closing their doors
each day according to the Australian Bureau of statistics.
The stakes are quadrupling, and the heat is being turned up on Business owners in
every field meaning it will come down to reinvention or oblivion anyway. It's no
longer a game of chance.
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Why You Can't Ignore The Numbers

B2C e-commerce sales worldwide from
2012 to 2018 (Of Over 2 Trillion Dollars)

According to Statista
E-commerce sales are
expected to reach over
2 Trillion Dollars in 2018
Meaning Powerhouse ecommerce companies
are changing the
landscape of business
with Millions of active
accounts and billions of
dollars in revenue.
That type of power gives
them pole position to
run right over the top of
traditional bricks and

mortar business and its happening as we speak.
If you walk into the meeting room of any one of these companies, they would be
strategising and manoeuvring to their strengths on the next deadly plan of attack.
Playing nicely and not going after your market share WILL NOT be on their
agenda.
If you have had any exposure to business and you have experienced increased
results from one source of business created by the growth of any new industry.
Then you may be an unknowing passenger riding on the momentum of a single
expiring trend and perfectly positioned to pay the ultimate price.
Emergencies are catching out business owners time and time again with deadly
consequences.
My own business experience confirms the effects of an imminent Emergency,
during my seven years working directly with the worlds largest mining companies,
my business went from 3 million dollars per year revenue to 14 plus million.
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That kind of growth comes with its challenges and fast forward seven years later
to the end of the mining boom, the ratcheting effect of the continued slowdown
is forcing big and small players out of business and to the wall fast.
The statistics from relying on one revenue channel for business owners worldwide
undoubtedly always become a sad story of hindsight on how they were run over
and left to bleed out from their original successes, driven purely by an artificial
and unsustainable shooting star effect.
In today's turbulent and chaotic economy if you don’t want to be part of your
own shooting star story because you unknowingly are in a maturing industry with
only one trick up your sleeve. (One being the most Dangerous number) Then It's
time to shift up your game fast.

The Clock Is Ticking, But There Is Still Time To Turn
Things Around.
The reason all of this is so important is that there is more and more business
going out of business every day at an alarming speed and only a handful ever
makes it into the top 5%.
Find a niche you like, fall in love with your products and services, hang your sign
up and start running as fast as you can, slowly robbing yourself out of, time,
energy, money and happiness, Sounds familiar, doesn't it?
If you slow down, listen and look carefully, you will start to focus on what
successful companies do exceptionally well every day to guarantee their success.
Companys that by default will run over you in their climb to the top 5% leaving
behind a littered trail of broken dreams and decayed structures of shipwrecked
business, broken relationships and poor health.
One of my good friends is very high up in the police force we were talking about
how they slow crime down in a hot spot.
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He told me it was about being strategically and consistently inconsistent, meaning
they would be present in a diverse number of locations at strategically random
times. Giving the perception of unpredictability and a higher than actual presence
across multiple locations at varying times.
Making it far less desirable for criminals to be tactical and opportunistic in
committing random crimes thus slowing down their action taking success rate.
Sophisticated asset creating companies are not tactical in making it to the 5% of
the money tree. It boils down to a formula of “Commandments- StrategyInvestment.”
They understand the reality of “Dynamic Presence” by strategically diversifying
their marketing message across a range of media over multiple time frames.
Increasing their distribution channels, strategic partnerships and giving away a
part of profit upfront they would never have otherwise made by going negative
before they even make a sale. (They pay upfront for future successes)
The good news is because you are a small business you can move fast and reduce
the time to carve out your niche status and build a sustainable, profitable,
scalable, business.
But there is one caveat, and that is only if you can “take action quickly” as the
clock is ticking and your opportunity won't last forever I can assure you of that.

Whats Standing In The Way Of Your Business Success?
Now that you understand business is continuing to evolve at lightspeed and
favouring Powerhouse giants from around the globe to tighten their grip on the
throat of your market share.
The urgent reality and supreme importance of becoming a Strategic Investor and
not a Tactical action taker will be now instinctively and viscerally beginning to
take hold in your mind like a GPS system guiding you to success.
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That being said let's take a look at what might be standing in your way of creating
valuable Assets that make you more money.
Firstly by identifying, then evaporating whats standing in your way, you will be
able to grow your business faster and easier, outmanoeuvre your competitors,
and like a speedboat overtake the corporate giants by creating and using
powerful weapons to beat them at their own game.
The format is one of Strategy before action, diagnosis before prescription, aiming
before firing planning and researching before executing.
Finding out how to answer and fulfil your target market wants, desires and needs
by crafting extraordinary solutions to their problems.
Strategic Investors understand the “Game behind the Game” the irrefutable set in
stone commandments of business and asset creation that never changes.
Symptoms: Tactically taking action without a plan hoping for a quick fix.
Cause: Overwhelm, fear, frustration, Imminent danger and financial problems.
Business Emergency: Lack of planning not obeying the business commandments
and strategies guiding the deployment of the right tactics at the right time.
The very first thing we need to look at that is more than likely holding your
business back from success is YOU and whats happening inside your head.
The difference between a successful business or not starts with the way we think
about business and consequently our actions.
In my experience there are two different types of business owners, there is
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The Commandments based Strategic Investor who multiplies their performance
POWER PERFORMANCE MULTIPLIERS

And the purely tactical
business operator who is
always chasing two or
three things at the same
time forever on the
lookout for quick fix ways
to get out of danger and
make money, consuming
the latest guru success
formula of the moment.
Jumping from one thing to
the next, shelves filled
with books and manuals,
computer systems overrun

with links and downloads. “Sound Familiar”
All yesterday's news within a week or so pushed aside for the latest and greatest
(New Guaranteed Formula) and the all-powerful quick fix and easiest way to get
rich now or out of danger fast.
A Commandment-based strategic business owner is the polar opposite of this,
they have etched in their mind a clear picture of their “Promised Land,” Starting
with Assets first they use the power performance multipliers to accelerate their
results.
They understand their strengths and weaknesses and have supplemented where
needed, they have taken the time to find out what the market wants, ensured
there is high demand for their products and services and importantly that the
mathematics works in their favour.
Always thinking as an Investor first using the business commandments to create
strategies to deploy the right tactics conducive to the outcome at the right time.
This sequential formulaic system ensures the specific actions required to reverse
engineer the result; ensuring strategies drive tactics in a purely governed way.
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Strategic Investor

Tactical Operator
You grab the next quick fix opportunity

You have a clear vision of the Promised Land.

Most business owners not succeeding are in
overwhelm and busy being distracted by
quick fixes and daily tasks not related to
their outcome.

Successful business owners always stay true
to their vision, they ask is what I’m doing
right now conducive to my outcome?
If it is not they give it to someone else to do
or don’t do it at all.

Running around putting fires out all day and
running themselves into the ground with no
plan for success.

Always protecting their time to devote only
to Strategic asset building work.

They are in control of their decisions, and no one is standing in the way of their
money imperatively autonomy is not constrained or interfered, with.
Strategic Investors seek out detailed information real-life credible data that backs
up their findings and in so not by accident or chance, totally rigging their success.
A Commandments-based, strategic investor understands the riches are in going
deep into their own business and mastering the Power Performance Multipliers
and following the plan in a cleverly orchestrated formulaic fashion.
No decisions ever made by fear, frustration, a flip of a coin, or the opinions of
friends or family. Everything is strategic by design. (nothing Is left to chance)
Here is the problem you are 1000 times more likely to be enticed and sold the
next Quick Fix in a box. As a Tactical Operator than as a Strategic investor
Why? Because the tactician is not thinking about the End in mind when making a
decision. More looking for the easiest ways to make money and get out of danger.
Tactical thinkers are easily convinced the next opportunity will make them more
money quicker and easier because they have no plan.
A Strategic Investor ways up each opportunity and its relevance to the outcome,
and askes the question does this opportunity give my current plan additional
leverage and momentum making it quicker and easier to get the result?
Here’s the cold hard facts, The majority of business owners who are not thinking
of the end in mind are purely tactical.
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In their mad panic for-profits are grabbing at new opportunities and in so taking
their eyes off the prize, zigging, zagging and spreading themselves so thin that
they can’t go deep enough
to master anything.
With only a basic plan to
get out of immediate
danger, they find
themselves wandering
around in the dark and
because they have no map
or compass guiding them
towards their Promised
Land, they stay lost as an
(Overwhelmed Action
Taker)
Desperately grabbing clawing and clinging to any opportunity or quick fix products
coming their way.
Stuck in a perpetual neverending relentless pursuit towards the horizon and
further and further away from the real business Commandments required for
sustained business growth and higher profits.
Ok, let's say Now, or in a few moments, you are going to know that you need to
be a Strategic Investor to build a sustainable, scalable business… and not a tactical
operator.
Now let me show you what is happening in your business… and why your more
than likely not achieving the results you want… (A victim of) the next tactical
action taker quick fix.
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Tactical thinking is a floored business model
Grabbing at
quick fixes

You try and do
everything
yourself

Your pretending
everything is ok

Need Cash
Flow Now

Distracting
yourself with
unimportant tasks
You doubt
yourself and
feel stuck

You fall prey
to Get Rich
Quick

Tactical
Action Taker

Poor decisions send
you further in the
wrong direction

Thoughts of guilt
affect your
performance

Constantly
thinking of
Past Failures
Can’t make
headway

You feel trapped
with no freedom

Costly mistakes
are increasing

Overwhelm
bombarded with
never-ending to
do list

Frustration
nothing is
working

Because you have no plan or clear outcome to focus on, your mind switches to
preservation mode, manufacturing poor decisions resulting in costly mistakes that
Encourage you to run faster and faster in the wrong direction.
Towards the “quick fix in a box” at a discounted never to be repeated price sound
familiar?
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Strategic Thinking alone is no guarantee of results

You attend Guru
seminars

You ask the
Universe for
help

You spend time
meditating on
your goals

You Get Clear on
your outcomes

You have idears for
the best systems

You know what the
promised land looks
like

You know ROI should
come first
You analyze
opportunity’s

Strategic
Thinker

Constantly
thinking about
future success

Your clear on your
thoughts for
performance

You want to be
the best and do
your best

You know
marketing is
important

You try to avoid
mistakes before they
happen

You understand
the use of
technology

You seek
knowlage and are
confident in your
ability’s

It's not as simple as positive thinking; the world is full of smart business owners
who mean well, with great ideas that never see the light of day.
Intelligent business owners in all demographics are struggling to stay afloat or
going out of business. Urgently taking action without obeying the concrete
business commandments imperative in getting the rubber to the road required to
achieving sustainable, scalable Hyper-growth in their business.
A great strategy based on Commandments and tactical implementation… is
important for putting money in your bank account… Wouldn’t you agree?
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After mapping out all of the activities, you perform every day, how much time are
you dedicating to being a strategic investor and creating the assets required to
ensure you have a sustainable, scalable, profitable business?
When you look at the below model its no wonder business owners are
overwhelmed and burning down.

Are You Spending Too Much Time On Tactical Tasks with
Deteriorating Results?

If your overwhelmed, frustrated and just plain worn out with the never-ending
amount of work required to build your business and keep it operational.
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Here’s, the kicker, most business owners, are wasting their most important
commodity one that can never be replaced “Their Time.”
In being enticed by another Quick Fix tactic and adding it to their neverending to
do list that’s already out of control and NOT getting them the results they want.
The million dollar question…

How is Taking Urgent Action on…

TACTICS ALONE
The way forward to…

MORE PROFIT?
So If adding more and more tactics without the right strategy is NOT getting you
the financial results you want.
What conclusion would you have come to about unconscious patterns of focusing
on the next random tactic, instead of strategically going after the result instead?
“Let me help you with a fresh look.”
Action
Taker

As long as you are urgently taking
action as a tactical operator with quick
fixes guiding the way, you will stay lost
in the perpetual Danger Zone and
never get the scalable, sustainable
results you strive for.

Tactical
Operator

DANGER
ZONE
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Now a word of warning, before you assume what I'm saying is all you have to do is
run off and start dreaming up your promised land, and you will automatically be
out of danger.
It's more complex than that, and I've only revealed part of the picture. Now its
time to look deeper inside, to get a more solid grip and wrap your mind around
what I'm saying

“More of The Same” Is Not The Way Forward
I want you to think about you and your business, ask yourself “Am I stuck in
perpetual war and consistent battle to stay alive taking urgent action with quick
tactical fixes and no matter how hard I try and struggle to move forward the more
difficult it becomes?”
You Burn More time, energy and money trying to break free but the grip of your
self-created invisible master becomes tighter and tighter.
I came up with this distinction after
another Sleepless night, 2 am
tossing and turning, the impact
from fighting wild Business Beasts in
the trenches all day playing its toll.
The answer was right in front of me
the whole time. I already discovered
it many years ago, but I did not
understand it as profoundly as I do
Now. Business owners, not succeeding aren't necessarily doing the wrong thing,
they are doing a lot right.
The difference is successful business owners have a set of Commandments and
are strategic about applying the right tactics in the right combination at the right
time. The exact combination opens the vault.
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It was a flash of the blindly
obvious. For several reasons:
One, because I have experienced
it in my own business.

Do You Know the Combination?

Two, Business owners not
succeeding are always strongly
defending their work ethic and
ideas towards busily taking action
and implementing more and
more tactics.
70-80-100 hour work weeks and
going backwards fast is not the
way of the Strategic Investor.
And It's why Purely Tactical businesses are going out of business at an alarming
rate. If this is starting to make sense to you and you understand exactly why you
may not be where you should be right now.
Then take solace in this information because it was never about you working
harder and harder for less and less results. And it's not your fault because as I
explained earlier in this report unscrupulous sellers of (Get Rich Quick) have
strategically positioned, designed and crafted seemingly easy to implement
tactics specifically to profit from your hard work. And until now no one has
spoken out about this problem in this way.

If It's Not Broken Don’t Look For More Tactics
Wisdom is more about listening to your own advice; I had also become a tactical
victim even after building multi-million dollar businesses.
The voice of getting rich quick telling me I was missing something and that I
should be even more successful and better off by now.
A moments distraction was enough to discourage my thoughts and actions away
from continuing to grow my already wildly successful business and head in a
tactical direction.
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When business is going well, and you are making a good profit, then more than
ever that is the time to concentrate on mastering working on the business and
strategically creating assets.
By the time I woke up from my self-induced trance I was miles away from my best
and with 50 employees and a perfect storm heading my way I got the wake-up
call of my life.
From starting with nothing building a fantastic business and hit with the mother
of all storms that smashed into my business with hurricane force. The only way I
was able to recover from the aftermath was to get back to the basics of business
and back to reapplying the very Commandments, Strategies and tactics in the
correct formulaic way that helped make my original success in the first place.
A formula so powerful, when applied to ordinary business in the right way a
transformation, occurs from fighting to stay alive, to a clear formulaic structured
plan forward for reinvention positive cash flow and freedom.

Why heavy hitters pay attention to every word, I say
I spent months laying out 25 plus years of business experience and began to sift
through refine, systemize and strengthen the already powerful proven principals
responsible for countless numbers of game-changing business success stories,
saved marriages and even lives.
I began coaching a select group of action taker business owners on the new
refined highly concentrated system, and the results were nothing short of
spectacular. Success stories that over the years have been stacking up.
Client's business are growing faster than they could have imagined. Turnover
and profits are dramatically increasing. Welcomed efficiency also resulted, one
business owner “Down from 70 hour work weeks to 30 hour work weeks and
business has increased by 40%.”
Clients previously with no money or time now having enough of both, enjoying
family holidays all while their business kept growing.
You may remember I mentioned earlier in this report that many business owners
might never get a chance to work with me and experience the power of this
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system. I often get asked why we don’t have hundreds if not thousands of
coaching clients in our program.
It’s the same reason why anything unique and special is limited, because of the
inordinate amount of time, team and attention required to perfect the result.
I personally spend time with my clients every week one on one, this level of care,
attention and bespoke customising is very time-consuming and dramatically limits
my ability to work with clients on mass.
Ok before I get too far off track I want to switch gears back to the core of this
Report as there is a lot more information I want to impart to you and for your
business success.

Are You Waisting Your Most Important Commodity?
I don’t mean to get all deep and meaningful here, but thinking about it if you
continue to waste all your most important Commodity (Time) and it runs out
where are you going to live?
When its all said and done It's not going to be about justifying to yourself all the
stuff you find to fill up your day is somehow Urgent and Important.
Or the countless wasted hours spent chasing success mirages and confusing
working hard with genuine progress is somehow going to get you closer to your
Promised Land.
Why would you run yourself into the ground wast precious time and money going
in the wrong direction, when could you instead be with your family enjoying a
vacation?
I'm not advocating throwing everything in and just going on holidays my point is if
you're going to waste your time, on meaningless tasks that are costing you in
every way would a holiday be a better option.
Driving to the office early one morning a large vehicle came out of nowhere
through a stop sign and smashed into the side of my car with such force the
impact completely ripped the engine out of my vehicle.
The impact was so intense I blacked out and when I came to the vehicle that hit
me was on its side, leaning on the roof of my car; I distinctly remember the smell
fuel, the fumes overtaking the cabin making it difficult to breathe.
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I tried to open the doors, but they were all jammed shut I knew it was only a
matter of time before the whole scene caught alight, so I acted, kicked out the
windscreen and although badly injured got myself out of the wreckage and away
from further danger.
Understanding time was my most important commodity I did not wait for
someone to rescue me, I did not reflect on my new shirt I had only just brought
was now ruined soaked with blood, and I did not contemplate how the driver who
hit me could be so stupid to go through a stop sign. I used my time wisely and
quickly came up with a strategy to urgently get out of an extremely dangerous
situation.
You may also be in an Emergency in your business right now and if that’s the case
would it make sense to focus on creating more ways to save time, increase profits
and not get caught up in activities unrelated to the outcome you want?
If you don’t value your time and understand its worth, then you won't use it
wisely in making the most effective decisions and will most likely stay caught up in
the Danger Zone of diminishing Profits and never make it to your Promised Land.
I'm often extremely surprised how most business owners have completely lost
perspective on what their time is worth and don’t know how to apply it most
effectively.
Many years ago while building one of my businesses I had unknowingly positioned
myself as the (Mr Fixit) My staff would come into my office and say I've got a
problem and of course I would have a solution.
The problem is that as I grew the business, I quickly realised that I was running
around like mad trying to solve all of the problems and making a rod for my own
back. In the end, I would come in earlier, stay later, and often skip lunch. Having a
day off was out of the question and taking a vacation was almost impossible.
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Are you part of the 70% of business
owners working in the wrong order.
Tactics: 70% fixing problems, putting
out fires in a neverending to-do list
addicted to seeking more tactics.
Strategies: 15% focusing on
outcome-based activities.
Commandments: 10% applying
governing rules for business and life.
Assets: 5% creating systems that
create assets, market assets and
continue scaling your whole
organisation?
The big Question is, are you spending your most important commodity
TIME productively creating assets, marketing assets and scaling your
organisation? Or are you confusing an addiction between Taking Action and
Strategically working towards your Outcome?
As you can see by the graf above 70% of business owners are working from the
top down busily burning themselves out and not achieving anywhere near the
results from their extreme effort exerted.
And the frustrating thing is you know other business owners that are 10 x bigger
and 10x more profitable than you are not working 10x harder.
So now you understand one of your most important commodities is time.
And that starting with Tactics is not the most productive use of your time.
And that the wealthiest 5% know that the bulk of their time is focused on creating
assets that generate income without the need to be caught up in the day to day
brain-damaging dramas that most business owners now call the new normal.
And instead, make a profit with free time for the rest of their business life.
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That being the case if you're spending the bulk of your time as a busy Action Taker

The Governing Commandments
1
Start with
the end in
mind

BUSINESS OWNERS

2

ASSETS

STRATEGIES

WHO INVESTS IN ASSET CREATION

3
TACTICS

Your
ultimate
Outcome

USING THE GOVERNING COMMANDMENTS

MAKE MORE MONEY
And not following the formulaic Governing Commandments of business.
Wouldn't it be fair to say this frantic activity is potentially reckless and dangerous
because it does not Strategically guide you towards building and scaling your
business?
“Think about all the stuff you did all day yesterday how did it contribute to your
Outcome? Will your last 24 hours of effort, buy you a bigger house, or a new highperformance luxury vehicle? Or keep you stuck on the merry-go-round spinning
faster and faster going around in circles with less time for what matters most?
I'm not suggesting that you should not spend any time implementing tactics, all.
What I'm saying is that don’t get confused between strategic activities that have
a positive effect on your cash flow and outcome, opposed to action taker tactical
quick fixes that give you an illusion of plugging up holes but ultimately will send
you further in the wrong direction.

You’re An Untrained Taction Trying To Build Assets!
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By the time most business owners finally stop their relentless running and look
back at their life that has evaporated before them. Waisted caught up in the
gravitational pull of the horizon and
the next quick fix.

Business owners
struggle to ease
work-life imbalance

Their original dreams of freedom
replaced with scars around their
hands and neck from the business
shackles and the perpetual
nightmare of regret and heartache.

A survey has found that a quarter of
small business owners have fallen
ill due to stress and overwork.

Let this be a WARNING if you are
ARE YOU IN A WORK-LIFE EMERGENCY?
living dangerously and heading down
a path of less free time, ill health,
Financial erosion and to top It off
missing out on the magical moments with your friends and family.
Because you're caught up in
a dangerous work-life
balance emergency and
putting everything at risk for
poor results, then its time for
a Course Correction.
By now you know reaching
your promised land has
nothing to do with your work
ethics, skills and potential.
And you know It has Even
Less to do with the latest ebook, business course and seminar. All of this potential applied in the wrong
order at the wrong time without expert guidance and using governing principals is
in fact just tactics. Important yes but, are these randomly used tactics going to
increase your revenue boost your profits and get you to your promised land
quicker and easier?
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Learn From The Past To Predict The Future
The human brain has not changed for over 20,000 years and its why we can
predict with a great degree of accuracy the future of business.

PROMISED LAND

INVESTOR IN ASSETS

COMMANDMENTS

STRATEGIES
Our prehistoric brains main survival instinct is to
Be on the lookout for and move away from
TACTICS
Perceived danger. Raw Uncontrolled urgency
and Adrenalin the fight-or-flight response used to
evade wild Beasts imperative thousands of years ago.
The problem with this inborn behaviour in modern-day business is by moving
away from pain, you react and grab at Quick Fix (Tactics) starting the process in
the wrong order making it extremely difficult to ever reach your Promised Land.
The Antidote to this is a new reality of systemized refined outcome-based
thinking moving Towards What You Want, Not Away From What You Don’t Want.
Counter-intuitive thinking, Starting with the outcome will make you more money.
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You Don’t Buy Opportunities You Manufacture Them
If you are asking yourself
how do I stop sabotaging my
efforts and instead achieve
the level of success and the
kind of money I deserve and
have always dreamed about.
The bottom line is you have
to get back to focusing on
the basics of business. Think
back to how you have made
money in your Business
In the past. Was it through finding the latest and greatest new quick
Fix? Or in doing the Simple Not Easy things time and time again until profitable?
University Professors
business commentators
The Australian Securities and Investments Commission
and professional
released a report into Corporate Insolvencies
organisations,

Found that 44% of businesses suffered
poor strategic management.
40% had inadequate cash flow or high
cash use.
And 33% suffered from trading losses.

Worldwide are
continually talking about
and searching for the
latest technology and
winning formulas to
overcome business
failures.
Science, training and
management skills all

Delivered at light speed through the internet supposedly designed to help.
Instead, further overwhelming and frustrating tactical action takers caught up In a
real-life emergency and relentless pursuing temporary fixes.
Business success is not a random act or a lucky throw of the dice.
So Don’t you think It's time to take a day off from all of that?
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The Promised Land Formula

If you take a look at the slide above you will see at the top of the triangle is
Investor Business owner. The
only reason to start, buy, or
“INVESTOR IN ASSETS”
build any business is purely to
1. Find a Staving Crowd Create Products
invest in assets and continue
2. Know your avatar Market Products
to build business assets that
3. Position yourself at the top The Maven
are… predetermined to make
4. Create Good Mathematics Profit potential
5. The team determine the task Built A Team
a profit.
6. Go Negative to get a Client Phycology
Here is the Formula for the
7. Build the Herd Your exclusive audience
Promised Land: Using the
8. Create systems that Market Products
Commandments of business
9. Create systems that Convert Products
invest in building assets that
10. Create systems that Build, Scale, Automate
make a profit in the form of
marketing weapons that
create an abundance of high-quality leads and conversions. Repeat scale and
automate. Asset building business owners are investors that have Concrete
Governing Commandments, that guide and safeguard them in developing the
appropriate marketing strategies to determine what powerful tactics are
deployed in automating scaling and multiplying profits on command, day after
day, week after week, year after year.
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Starting With The End
If you are getting this, you will
understand and agree that Smart
business owners
always start with the end in mind
and Reverse engineer their
success.
By using a specific set of
Governing Commandments
In my Coaching program
I spend a considerable amount
of time focusing on clarity then
building assets around governing,
commandments strategies and
tactics to consistently make more
money.

Governing Commandments
1. Get paid in advance
2. Find a hungry crowd in pain
3. Sell it once get paid for life
4. Begin with the end in mind
5. Nothing trumps good math’s
6. Swift sword cut off problems quickly
7. Minimal clunk ease and grace
8. Move towards the money
9. Defy industry norms step up
10. Speed and time, trust is currency
11. Autonomy, no one holds a gun
12. Constant evaluation
13. You own the Tollgate
14. Strategic partnerships
15. No one in the way of the money
16. Pay upfront for a client
17. Master all media one is dangerous
18. Products must be transformational
19. Never be boring stand out
20. Plan to dominate be extraordinary

Unfortunately, I don’t have the time
or space to go to the vast level of
detail I provide here in this report.
But what I am sharing with you now is
certainly extremely powerful and
will… have you on the right path.
Pay close attention to the 20
Governing principals as they are the
foundational building blocks and
guiding premise for Asset creation.
Not applying these Governing
Commandments will compromise
your future business success and keep
you stuck as a Tactical Action Taker.
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The Millionaire Blueprint
The Matrix Blueprint System to build a Sustainable, Scalable, Profitable Business.
A Business Investor
understands it is in the creation
of Money Making assets.
A formulaic set of functions
with narrow walls and straight
pathways.
Guiding your ideal prospects to
becoming your best clients.
Most of which is fully
automated and can happen
while you sleep.
Very little money is ever made
by accident or from being impulsive, building Assets is Deliberate.
Meticulously calculated, systematically choreographed, consciously intentional
and premeditated.
A distinction and hallmark
of the formula is that a
Business investor has
taken the time to work on
the business and create
the foundational building
blocks first.
Not take action later on
plugging holes and fixing
problems as they arise.
This type of Business
Investor Asset Creator
thinking is known as the
Millionaire Mindset.
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Leverage and Scalability Will Make You More Money
If you’re getting this, you will see the Best Way to move up the income ladder
comes down to the quality of your market and their predisposition and
willingness to buy.
You don’t get paid for
inventing more fire.
The Bad news is the demise
of many business owners is
from not identifying their
ideal market first.
My experience confirms
this; most business
challenges come from not
correctly implementing the
three concepts of
the Marketing Triangle.
“Pay very close attention to
these three concepts.”
1# MARKET Since you agree it is vital to use leverage to build and scale your
business wouldn't it make sense to move to where the money is and where your
competitors are not? If You’re your truly an Investor Asset Creator you would be
looking to find markets that are an inch wide and a mile deep, meaning Low
competition and unlimited upside protentional. “Niches where you get to make
up the maths.”
Makes sense right? It surprises me that I see business owners continually making
this mistake falling in love with their product and offering it to a market that
doesn't want it. The good news is its simple to fix, Find out what they want and
give it to them as effectively and in as many combinations as possible over and
over. The beauty of this is that you simply have to ask in the right way to get the
answers.
Right Market and right Message right Media = Competitive Advantage
If you can pull this off (which you can), 20% of your clients will be 80% of your revenue.
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2# MESSAGE Crafting the right message is a very lucrative skill to master, one of
the best ways to do this is to stop and consider for a moment what are the
motivating factors in your own life compelling you to take action. Think about the
problems you're trying to solve the conflicts, frustrations fear, wants, desires and
questions you are asking yourself.
Think back to the last major purchase you made why
did you decide to buy? What progressive agreement
did you need to make in your mind first? How did you
remove the barriers and constraints and decide? What
factors motivated you through your Action Threshold
and gave you certainty to make a decision to purchase.
The most valuable real-estate you can own is the
thoughts in your prospects mind.
Your message should answer the most logical question
in the minds of your prospect and answer it better
than they can in so solving their, pain, fear, frustrations
unmet needs, wants desires or obsessions.
Trust in your Product, Trust in You, Trust in your
company, overcome, limiting beliefs, fears,
frustrations, wants, desires and make the sale.
ACTION THRESHOLD 1= Logical Agreement, 2=
Emotional Agreement, 3= Overcome Limiting Beliefs.
3# MASTERING ALL MEDIA (Media Breakthrough) is
more important than ever, and it is a Game Changer in
getting leverage and profitable results. Here’s the
distinction between an untrained Acton Taker and an
Investor Business Owner. The Action Taker grabs at the next
Random shiny tactical advertising opportunity dangled in front of them. A
homogenised, generic Vanilla shotgun style one-dimensional approach. Most
business owners don’t understand the metrics of advertising, the specific,
measurable result from the add spend?
Do you agree Cash flow and a strong return on investment (ROI) is more
important than shiny and good looking? One of the reasons company’s waste
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money on marketing is because they don’t know the difference between Brand
Marketing and Direct Response Marketing.
Advertising that we are ABC company come and do business with us because we
have the cheapest, latest and greatest products will invariably lead to
disappointment and frustration from missed opportunities and money left on the
table. Because the number one question was not asked or answered. What do my
prospects want and how do I give it to them, profitably with ease and grace?
What are their needs wants desires? Where do they want to go? How do I
overcome their scepticism by taking objections off the table up front?

A Front Row Seat to The Next Blockbuster Success in Your
Business “Right Market and right Message right Media.”
Here is an example of a business that I have now sold with the power of Direct
Response still hard at work.
You might notice 240K Views on
a simply put together in-house
produced video organically
grown.
By knowing the Right Markets
desired outcome demonstrating
how I could give them the tools
to get what they want.

Increase your 4wd performance
with these 4 easy power upgrades

Using the Right Message that
answered the most logical
questions in their mind.

377,000 views

Channelling everything through the Right Media and motivating them to go
further by building empathy, trust, and leadership. This one educational video to
this day brings a steady flow of clients in the door and continues to make the
current owner money without me ever being there.
This is a prime example of creating leveraging high performing assets that make
money while you sleep. (Purely by obeying the Marketing Triangle)
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A Quick Recap Of The Business Building Weapons
The whole premise of this report is to have you think about your business in a
completely different way,
1. You have a window of opportunity to transition from a trapped operator to
a builder of business assets but the clock is ticking and time is running out.
2. To create a sustainable, scalable, profitable business, you must have a clear
outcome of your promised land and to do this; you will have to leave your
action taker operator ways behind and enter the world of the Investor
Business Owner.
3. Stop getting distracted by the next quick fix and bag of false promises and
only do business with or use methods and strategies that are conducive to
your outcome, with sound character and have your best interests at heart.
4. Remember if time runs out where are you going to live? Use your time
wisely and always look for ways to leverage it to the maximum.
5. Counter-intuitive thinking equals better quality decisions and more success,
not reacting tactically away from what you don’t want, and instead of
moving with urgency towards what you want.
6. Designing a Matrix Blueprint for your business, a formulaic set of functions
with narrow Walls and straight Pathways will scale and automate your
business and make you more money.
7. Always remember you are a Business Investor who creates scalable,
profitable assets that make money with less involvement from you.
8. Know the difference between Branding and Direct response marketing
follow the formula of the Marketing Blueprint and know your numbers.
9. Follow the Message, Market, Media Triangle to dramatically increase leads,
conversion and scale your results.
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An Opportunity To 10X Your Business Results
As I mentioned earlier in this report, I am working with some heavy hitters leaving
limited time to dedicate one on one with business owners. So aside from the
limited few, many never get a chance to be personally coached by me.
My coaching program is nearly at full capacity and is forecasted to take up the
majority of my time.
That being said and because of overwhelming demand, there are some exclusive
opportunities to work with me personally still available.
You can still work with me live as part of my Titans VIP Personal Business
Coaching and be part of a power pack highly profitable elite group.
Each week I work with you one on one in your business and help you implement
groundbreaking business building tools and strategies.
These power-packed sessions are designed for you to get you immediate
momentum towards your “Promised Land” and can cover key areas in your
business, body, mindset and relationships to help you get the fastest results.
My coaching program is not for everyone.
If your serious about learning the ways of a Business Investor and building real
money-making assets in your business that will make money for the rest of your
business life… then this program is for you.
As mentioned because we will be catching up live once per week and regularly
communicating via email and phone there is a strict limit on the number of
people able to join this program.

A Free Opportunity to Discover My Proven Business
Breakthroughs Strategies Right Now…
Here is your opportunity to look behind the curtain and test drive the same
business breakthrough strategies that have seen increases of Millions of Dollars
for our clients. Breakthrough strategies you can start using right now to improve
your business.
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Your Free Access To A One Hour FREE Accelerated
Business Consultation With Glen Personally
Your instant access to this Free Accelerated business discovery call. In this
comprehensive session, I will share the same fast track strategies currently being
used by successful business owners over many different types of businesses. I can
assure you it is your link to the greatest wealth attraction skill that exists in
business today. And when you click on This Link you will have taken the first step
towards attracting maximum money by increasing sales and boosting profits in
any economy. Claim Your Free Session Here
I can promise you after taking the Free Accelerated business consultation you will
know how to apply the #1 wealth attraction Skill all business owners Must Master
to thrive and survive in today’s chaotic business environment.
When you look back on how this Free Accelerated business discovery call helped
guide you to the Promised Land in business your life will have changed forever for
the better im that confident.

LATEST NEWS

“Our Business Has
Skyrocketed Overnight…

I am starting to get some fall out
Glen said it would take 6 months
from certain members of the
to turn my business around.
business community. In fact, as we
But in just three months revenue is up 50%, my
speak there is a group that is trying
business is running smoother I’m outmaneuvering
to get this report Shut Down.
my competitors and I don’t feel trapped as a slave to
my business anymore. The whole process has been
At all costs, I don’t want to have this
life changing.
happen as it would mean more and
more hardworking intelligent and
unsuspecting business owners will continue to fall prey to Get Rich.
If you have received value in this report, you can help us in two ways.
1)Help us spread the message and at the same time help others by sharing this
report with fellow small business owners and those in need.
2)Go to our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/thetitansacademy/ like
the page and share what you have learned by telling the business community
what you think about this report and why it's so important to share the message.
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Well Done You Have Made It!
I want to say Well Done for getting this far your one of the 5% of Action Takers
accelerating your journey to sustainable, scalable business profits and importantly
creating the time and capacity to enjoy what's important to you.
Now just before you go, I wanted to reinforce this powerful message by
introducing an extra opportunity to take everything we have covered to the next
level.
You might remember at the start of this report I have two valuable resources that
you can access, designed to help you apply this information even more
comprehensively in your business to achieve results faster and easier than ever
before.

The Most Important Takeaway From This Report
As you can appreciate we can’t include everything you need in complete detail
during just the short time, we have together in this report.
But if you use the powerful concepts, we have shared and etch them in your mind
as the clear distinction between the right way and the wrong way to get to your
Promised Land. You will continue to improve day after day year after year.
Now I need to ask because of the supreme importance of “What is the most
powerful big foundation building idea we have shared throughout this report?”
I know you have known it all along, and now you can see in your mind's eye with
clarity and focus I want you to repeat it over and over until it becomes ingrained
into your body.
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Take a close look because here it is.. now that you can identify and understand
this powerful concept amongst all of the clutter and temptations you will
remember it for the rest of your business life.

So now that this powerful concept is no longer hidden, I need to impress upon
you how failing to follow this number one commandment of business will lead
you down a slippery slope of business failure. But embodying it daily will give you
the keys to business success.

Are You Caught Up In An Epidemic of Taking Action?
One thing for sure the reason for today's chaotic business environment is firmly
attributed to the ever-increasing number of quick opportunistic fixes on offer.
Now remember Taking Action without the right execution is the kryptonite of the
modern business owner, you must stay aware and inoculate yourself from the
addictive effects that are constraining you from moving forward.
Intelligence hard work and willingness to take action won't save you from the
highly alluring effects. The faster you run searching for rapid success, the more
helplessly addicted you become to the promise of quick results.
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Designed to keep you stuck with too much to do and unable to master any one
thing except successfully burning up your money, time and energy until it all runs
out.
There is another direction one with straight walls and narrow pathways

Let’s Find Out Together How Much of Your
Day Is Spent Doing Strategic Asset Work
Time
5.00am
6.00am
7.00am
8.00am
9.00am
10.00am
11.00am
12.00pm
1.00pm
2.00pm
3.00pm
4.00pm
5.00pm
6.00pm

Tactical Action Taker

Investor Asset Creator

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The unmistakenly
easier way
leading to higher
profits and better
results.
Meticulously
calculated,
systematically
choreographed
and consciously
intentional in
design.
The Titans
Academy’s entire
premise of its

existence is to teach you the skills and show you how to build profitable, scalable,
highly leveraged businesses so that you get your life back and make more money
simply and easily.
Making the transition from an Action Taker to a business Investor Asset Creator is
not as hard as you may think, but there are some pitfalls along the way stopping
many tactical business owners from bridging the gap on their own.
The pathway to mastery starts here by firstly overcoming your strong desire to
hold on to the past and shift the limiting belief you once had that grabbing at false
lifelines is the way forward.
In all my years of working with business owners, the one thing everyone has in
common in the decision to become successful boils down to one person, and

THAT’S YOU.
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You Don’t Chance Across Success- You Create it
Firstly, let's look at the predictable patterns of the Action Taker, and why they
stay stuck.
Tactical action taking business operators stand out as they are always talking
about, looking for and thinking about the next quick fix solution.
In absorption mode there consuming content, searching online trying to figure
out the what they think they don’t know by learning more and more random
information.
Have you ever asked yourself why successful business people have a sense of
more time and are measured in their decisions? What specific clues could help
you overcome grabbing for the wrong door to the rich and famous lifestyle with
another bad decision that drives you further down the rabbit hole?
Let me help you out by sharing a secret strategy that successful business people
guard very closely and almost never talk about unless you are on the inside, privy
or born into the closed-door secret club.
Tactical Action Takers know they are missing this secret and it’s why they keep
searching, but the problem is they are searching for it tactically and so often
overlook what successful business owners see clearly.
Mistakingly thinking successful business owners are anointed with exquisite
talents in uncovering the next tactical quick fix before them. Setting up a belief
that the reason their not successful is because they don’t have a team on the
inside helping them get in front of the trend and jump the queue for the latest
and greatest quick fix and a shortcut to instant success.

Successful Investors Are Not Talented Action Takers
“So that’s the Big Secret” and now you now the misconception that is responsible
for more heartake drained bank accounts and damaged relationships and poor
health than any other assumption in business today.
Purely Tactical business owners are not successful investors because they believe
creating a scalable, sustainable business all hinges on finding the latest and
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greatest game changer, a covert formula that once applied to their business
creates instant success. Meaning all you have to do is first find then crack the
winning inside the secret formula the sure bet and your set for life. One thing I
can assure you of is that if you play this game “ The house always wins.”
Tactical action takers are playing a game of Russian Rulet with a live round in
every chamber. They are betting the ranch on a hunch and when that fails grasp
mindlessly at one success mirage after another, instead of getting back to
mastering the basics of business that made them money in the first place.

The Ultimate Key Of All Keys To Business Success
If while reading this report if you have realised in any way that you have been
unwittingly caught up in the illusion of forwarding momentum blinded by the
urge to take action without a plan, then It’s time to set a new course. One not
littered with the shattered remains of broken businesses and regrets from
grabbing at one too many false promises and success mirages.
A new approach an easier way to get back to the basics of business and simply
make more money… not waste it on the latest magic show of smoke and mirrors.
And in doing that achieve the financial and lifestyle results you had always
wanted and thought you would have when you first started out in business.
Commandment-based business Investors use this same simple system to create
assets that make money for the rest of their business life.
You have come so far, let's keep up the momentum and turn the dial to 11 by
taking advantage of the next steps.
“First take a deep breath in and release an appreciated sigh... moisten your lips
and get ready.”
Remember I promised you two gifts at the start of this report the first is your
Accelerated business discovery call where I work with you one on one directly on
your business helping you defining where the money is hiding and go after it.
The second is a power-packed extravaganza of FREE GIVEAWAYS including The
Power Of 4 Mind-body and business kit. The Fastest Easiest Ways to Double Your
Business Income Report. The 3 fatal mistakes business owners make and much
more. Best of all their both FREE!
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So you may be wondering why we are giving so much away for Free, well…
In any relationship, it comes down to an exchange of value, and in that exchange,
someone needs to take the first step. Remember near the start of this report I
talked about “giving away a part of profit upfront” that you would never have
otherwise made by “going negative before a sale is made.”
Giving first may sound strange, but experience has shown it's exactly this type of
Outcome-based Investor thinking that builds profitable long-term relationships.
You see we teach business owners to “think counterintuitively” by paying upfront
and INVESTING in their future successes. So we are not subtle about it makes
sense to for us INVEST in you and pay up front to demonstrate what we teach.
We understand the “Life Time Value of the right client”, and I happen to know
you deserve our investment in you because you have gone first, trusted us and
this report. If we are a good fit and have delivered massive value to you, then the
rewards will come our way. If not you get to keep this unrivalled groundbreaking
education absolutely free.
With that said here's what you need to do right now is claim your
Accelerated business discovery call and secondly grab Claim the free giveaways
There you will have access to a multitude of free resources that you can use right
now to immediately improve your business and life.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the accelerated discovery call and claim your free session
Click on the Claim the FREE GIVEAWAYS and start immediately improving
Check your email for further details and bonuses
Stop Tactically Taking Action and Start Creating Assets

So don’t delay go to Accelerated business discovery call NOW!!
FAIR WARNING THE TIME WE SPEND TOGETHER CAN CAUSE SIDE EFFECTS SUCH
AS WEALTH, PASSION AND SUCCESS SO CLICK ON THE LINK AT YOUR OWN RISK
Until we meet in person Glen Michaelides
CEO The Titans Academy
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